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Preliminary Ratings

Class
Preliminary
ratings Amount ($)

Initial credit
enhancement (%) Interest rate (%) Class type

A-H(i) NR 46,395,132,712.00 4.00 N/A Senior

M-1 A- (sf) 180,000,000.00 3.00 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

Mezzanine

M-1H(i) NR 303,282,632.00 3.00 N/A Mezzanine

M-2 BBB- (sf) 225,000,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2R BBB- (sf) 225,000,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2S BBB- (sf) 225,000,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2T BBB- (sf) 225,000,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2U BBB- (sf) 225,000,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2I BBB- (sf) 225,000,000.00 1.75 TBD MACR IO

M-2A BBB+ (sf) 112,500,000.00 2.38 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

Mezzanine/initial
exchangeable

M-2AR BBB+ (sf) 112,500,000.00 2.38 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2AS BBB+ (sf) 112,500,000.00 2.38 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2AT BBB+ (sf) 112,500,000.00 2.38 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2AU BBB+ (sf) 112,500,000.00 2.38 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2AI BBB+ (sf) 112,500,000.00 2.38 TBD MACR IO

M-2AH(i) NR 189,551,645.00 2.38 N/A Mezzanine

M-2B BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

Mezzanine/initial
exchangeable
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Preliminary Ratings (cont.)

Class
Preliminary
ratings Amount ($)

Initial credit
enhancement (%) Interest rate (%) Class type

M-2BR BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2BS BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2BT BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2BU BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

M-2BI BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 TBD MACR IO

M-2RB BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 TBD MACR

M-2SB BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 TBD MACR

M-2TB BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 TBD MACR

M-2UB BBB- (sf) 112,500,000.00 1.75 TBD MACR

M-2BH(i) NR 189,551,645.00 1.75 N/A Mezzanine

B-1 B (sf) 100,000,000.00 0.75 One-month
LIBOR+ TBD

MACR

B-1A BB (sf) 50,000,000.00 1.25 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

Junior/initial
exchangeable

B-1AR BB (sf) 50,000,000.00 1.25 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

B-1AI BB (sf) 50,000,000.00 1.25 TBD MACR IO

B-1AH(i) NR 191,641,317.00 1.25 N/A Junior

B-1B B (sf) 50,000,000.00 0.75 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

Junior/initial
exchangeable

B-1BH(i) NR 191,641,317.00 0.75 N/A Junior

B-2 NR 50,000,000.00 0.25 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

B-2A NR 25,000,000.00 0.50 One-month
LIBOR+ TBD

Junior/initial
exchangeable

B-2AR NR 25,000,000.00 0.50 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

MACR

B-2AI NR 25,000,000.00 0.50 TBD MACR IO

B-2AH(i) NR 95,820,658.00 0.50 N/A Junior

B-2B NR 25,000,000.00 0.25 One-month
LIBOR + TBD

Junior/initial
exchangeable

B-2BH(i) NR 95,820,658.00 0.25 N/A Junior

B-3H(i) NR 120,820,657.00 0.00 N/A(ii) Junior

Note: This presale report is based on information as of June 25, 2020. The ratings shown are preliminary. Subsequent information may result in
the assignment of final ratings that differ from the preliminary ratings. Accordingly, the preliminary ratings should not be construed as
evidence of final ratings. This report does not constitute a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell securities. (i)Reference tranche only and will
not have corresponding notes. Freddie Mac retains the risk of each of these tranches. (ii)For the purposes of calculating modification gain or
modification loss amounts, class B-3H is deemed to bear interest at one-month LIBOR + margin (TBD). MACR--Modifiable and combinable
REMIC. REMIC--Real estate mortgage investment conduit. NR--Not rated. TBD-–To be determined. IO--Interest only. N/A--Not applicable.
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Profile

Expected closing date July 8, 2020.

Cut-off date May 31, 2020.

First payment date July 27, 2020.

Scheduled maturity date June 25, 2050.

Offered note amount (including
offered unrated notes)

$555 million.

Reference pool amount $48.33 billion.

Reference obligation type Fully amortizing, first-lien, fixed-rate residential mortgage loans secured by one- to
four-family residences, planned-unit developments, condominiums, cooperatives, and
manufactured housing to prime borrowers.

Reference obligations Residential mortgage loans, deeds of trust, or similar security instruments encumbering
mortgaged properties acquired by Freddie Mac.

Credit enhancement For each class of rated notes, subordination of the reference tranches that are lower in
the payment priority.

Participants

Issuer Freddie Mac STACR REMIC Trust 2020-DNA3.

Reference pool aggregator, master servicer, and sponsor Freddie Mac.

Indenture trustee and exchange administrator U.S. Bank N.A.

Custodian U.S. Bank N.A.

Top Sellers In The Reference Pool

Seller By balance (%)

United Shore Financial Services LLC 10.52

Quicken Loans Inc. 10.43

JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. 8.96

Wells Fargo Bank N.A. 8.27

Caliber Home Loans Inc. 5.07

Top five sellers 43.24

Remaining sellers 56.76

Top Servicers Of The Reference Pool

Servicer By balance (%) On S&P Global Ratings' select servicer list?

JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. 9.00 Yes

Wells Fargo Bank N.A. 8.27 Yes

New Residential Mortgage LLC 8.13 No

United Shore Financial Services LLC 7.92 No

Quicken Loans Inc. 7.18 No
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Top Servicers Of The Reference Pool (cont.)

Servicer By balance (%) On S&P Global Ratings' select servicer list?

Top five servicers 40.50 N/A

Remaining servicers 59.50 N/A

N/A--Not applicable.

Highlights

Freddie Mac STACR REMIC Trust 2020-DNA3 (STACR 2020-DNA3) is the seventh issuance under
the Structured Agency Credit Risk (STACR) shelf that is structured as a real estate mortgage
investment conduit (REMIC). This structure better protects investors from potential future
counterparty risk exposure to Freddie Mac. The assets of the trust in this transaction are intended
to fund interest and principal payments on the notes, although investors still have the benefit of a
Freddie Mac backstop in the case of any shortfalls. From a cash flow perspective, in prior
credit-linked note structures, the sole source of funds to make note interest payments were
investment gains on the note proceeds with a dependency on the sponsor to fund any excess
amounts of interest due. In the current REMIC structure, the interest-only (IO) Q-REMIC interest is
intended to fund this excess. In this structure, Freddie Mac is retaining all of the B-3 tranche as
they have done in previous transactions, and they also are retaining larger percentages of vertical
slices of the remaining subordinate tranches than compared to prior deals.

Loans in active forbearance

On March 31, 2020, the CARES Act enacted COVID-19-related relief for borrowers with
government-backed mortgage loans in the form of a temporary forbearance of up to 12 months of
scheduled payments. The updates we made on April 17, 2020, to our mortgage outlook and
corresponding archetypal foreclosure frequency (FF) levels account for a portion of borrowers
entering COVID-19-related temporary forbearance plans and their impact to the overall credit
quality of collateralized pools (see "Methodology And Assumptions For Rating U.S. RMBS Issued
2009 And Later," published April 17, 2020). To the extent a securitization pool exhibits growth
levels in forbearance over time beyond those otherwise expected, additional adjustments may be
applied.

To differentiate the credit quality of securitization pools with varying percentages of loans in
active forbearance at the time of issuance given the additional information available, we increase
loss coverage levels to account for the potential incremental risk. In this pool, Freddie Mac has
removed all loans that have been reported to them as being in a forbearance plan or have become
contractually delinquent as of May 31, 2020. However, Freddie Mac does not require a servicer to
report a borrower being granted forbearance if the borrower has remained current on the loan. A
large percentage of the loans that were dropped from the reference pool due to the borrower being
granted forbearance were loans that had become contractually delinquent. Using market
estimates of loans that have been granted forbearance and have remained current, we assumed
approximately 3%-4% of loans in the pool (which represents approximately 50% of loans that
could be on a forbearance plan from the initial reference pool) could be in forbearance, even
though they were current on their monthly payments as of the cut-off date and have remained in
the pool. Thus, we have applied a 1.05x pool level adjustment to reflect the risk associated with
the loans made to borrowers who have been granted forbearance and have remained current.
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Furthermore, Freddie Mac has stated they will remove any loan reported to be in forbearance as of
June 20, 2020, at the first distribution period. This removal will be treated as a pre-payment in full
to the pool.

Our current view is that the credit quality of the mortgagors on forbearance plans is weaker than a
current loan, but potentially stronger than a 30-day delinquent loan exhibiting payment issues in a
normal macroeconomic environment (considering the forbearance may have been utilized by
some borrowers that could have otherwise managed/found a way to make the payment due
and/or the forbearance may be related to a temporary furlough/loss of income). The adjustment
factor we apply to a 30-day delinquent loan is 2.5x. Our adjustment factor for a 60-day delinquent
loan is 5.0x.

We will continue to monitor the credit behavior related to temporary forbearance as the situation
evolves and more performance information becomes available, and will adjust our loss coverage
levels if we deem it appropriate, which could affect the ratings. For instance, if we were to change
the pool-level adjustment related to the portion of the pool currently in forbearance to 1.15x
(which is more akin to our adjustment factor for a 60-day delinquent loan) from 1.05x, ratings
could, in some cases, be approximately one notch lower. We will also continue to monitor
macroeconomic and housing conditions, and update our mortgage market outlook and associated
archetypal FFs as applicable.

Since the interest due on the notes is ultimately an obligation of Freddie Mac and not based on the
interest from the underlying loans, we consider liquidity risks to be sufficiently mitigated and thus
we did not apply any liquidity stresses.

Given our current views of the impact that COVID-19 is likely to have on the U.S. economy and U.S.
housing market (see "Economic Research: An Already Historic U.S. Downturn Now Looks Even
Worse," published April 16, 2020), we have revised our 'B' archetypal FF assumption upward to
3.25% from 2.5%. For further information on our revised market outlook and updated FF
assumption please see "Guidance: Methodology And Assumptions For Rating U.S. RMBS Issued
2009 And Later," published April 17, 2020. This revision is based on our views of various factors,
including:

- An increase in forecasted unemployment levels given COVID-19 consumer demand constraints;

- The governmental support in the U.S. related to the health pandemic that includes fiscal
support to both businesses and consumers, which should offset some income curtailment;

- The state of the U.S. residential housing market, which we view as being close to equilibrium on
a national level based on price-to-income ratios; and

- The implementation of temporary forbearance plans for mortgagors, for which some
forbearance may manifest into credit losses for RMBS.

Rationale

The preliminary ratings assigned to STACR 2020-DNA3's notes reflect our view of:

- The credit enhancement provided by the subordinated reference tranches, as well as the
associated structural deal mechanics;

- The credit quality of the collateral included in the reference pool (see the Collateral Summary
section);

- A REMIC structure that reduces the counterparty exposure to Freddie Mac for periodic principal
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and interest payments but, at the same time, pledges the support of Freddie Mac (a highly
rated counterparty) to cover shortfalls, if any, on interest payments and to make up for any
investment losses;

- The issuer's aggregation experience and the alignment of interests between the issuer and
noteholders in the deal's performance, which in our view, enhances the notes' strength;

- The enhanced credit risk management and quality control (QC) processes Freddie Mac uses in
conjunction with the underlying representations and warranties (R&Ws) framework; and

- The impact that COVID-19 is likely to have on the U.S. economy and the U.S. housing market,
and the additional structural provisions included to address corresponding forbearance and
subsequent defaults.

S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the evolution of the
coronavirus pandemic. The consensus among health experts is that the pandemic may now be at,
or near, its peak in some regions but will remain a threat until a vaccine or effective treatment is
widely available, which may not occur until the second half of 2021. We are using this assumption
in assessing the economic and credit implications associated with the pandemic (see our research
here: www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the situation evolves, we will update our assumptions and
estimates accordingly.

Transaction Overview

Freddie Mac is issuing this transaction to transfer a portion of the risk in its mortgage asset
portfolio to private investors. This type of risk transfer has been mandated as one of several goals
by Freddie Mac's regulator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA). Similar to their more
recent transactions under the STACR shelf, STACR 2020-DNA3 uses a REMIC structure.

The notes are issued from a trust whose assets primarily consist of the note proceeds (held in a
custodian account), earnings on investments of those proceeds, and the IO Q-REMIC interest.
Funds held in the custodian account are used to pay principal on the securities and to make return
payments to Freddie Mac for mortgage loans in the underlying reference pool that experience
certain credit events and modification events.

Interest on the notes is paid from earnings on eligible investments and from amounts received
through the IO Q-REMIC interest on certain designated loans acquired during the eligible
acquisition period. Although the note proceeds can only be invested in eligible investments that
are restricted to short-term investments with high credit ratings, our analysis also relies on
Freddie Mac's credit rating to make the trust whole for any investment losses and shortfalls.

Because the trust is not issuing notes that correspond to the class A-H, M-1H, M-2AH, M-2BH,
B-1AH, B-2AH, B-2BH, and B-3H reference tranches, Freddie Mac effectively retains the credit
risk in the reference pool associated with the retained reference tranches' position in the
transaction structure. These retained reference tranches correspond to a vertical slice of at least
62.75% at each tranche level. Initially, Freddie Mac retains 100% of the first loss pieces, the class
B-3H reference tranche, as well as the entire senior class A-H reference tranche.

The monthly interest payments on the notes are not related to the underlying interest generated
on the reference obligations (besides certain loan modifications described below). The amount of
monthly principal payments made to the notes will be determined by actual principal payments of
the mortgage loans in the reference pool. Those payments are mirrored in the related hypothetical
structure. The class M-1, M-2A, M-2B, B-1A, B-1B, B-2A, and B-2B notes are structurally aligned
with corresponding reference tranches (classes M-1H, M-2AH, M-2BH, B-1AH, B-1BH, B-2AH,
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and B-2BH, respectively). This way, the payments and loss allocation to the notes will be
determined solely based on the reference obligations' credit performance and behave as if they
are secured by a pool of mortgage assets; however, the transaction is synthetic in nature.

The index component of the interest payments on the notes are made from the investment
proceeds on funds held in the custodian account. The margin due on the notes in excess of the
index will be made from amounts received through the IO Q-REMIC interest. To the extent that
these sources are insufficient to pay interest on the notes, Freddie Mac will pay the difference.

Principal payments to the noteholders are made by liquidating investments in the custodian
account and, when applicable, from payment by Freddie Mac via capital contribution amounts.
The obligations of Freddie Mac to make these payments under the collateral administration and
the capital contribution agreements are unsecured contractual obligations of Freddie Mac.

We believe that the transaction's features, including the payment priority and credit support, are
commensurate with the notes' preliminary ratings. The structural lockout of principal payments
(until the various trigger tests are met) to all but the most-senior subordinate notes, together with
the reference obligations' high-quality collateral characteristics, increases the likelihood of
ultimate principal payments on the notes. Similarly, it is highly likely that timely interest will be
paid because, to the extent that interest amounts from investment earnings and IO Q-REMIC
interest are less than the aggregate interest payment due, Freddie Mac will backstop the shortfall.

Based on the research cited in "Assessing Credit Quality By The Weakest Link," published Feb. 13,
2012, the preliminary ratings assigned to the notes should correspond to each tranche's weakest
link. In other words, the ratings on the class M-1, M-2A, M-2B, B-1A, and B-1B notes will be the
lower of 'A- (sf)', 'BBB+ (sf)', 'BBB- (sf), 'BB (sf)', and 'B (sf)', respectively, and our current rating on
Freddie Mac senior unsecured debt ('AA+/Stable') (see "Freddie Mac," published April 23, 2020).

Subject to certain conditions, Freddie Mac may assign their obligations under the collateral
administration and capital contribution agreements to a successor. Upon any such assignment,
noteholders would be exposed to the credit risk of such successor. Although the preliminary
ratings assigned to the notes are lower than our current rating on Freddie Mac's senior unsecured
debt, we consider the backstop of Freddie Mac in our analysis to pay timely interest and principal
on the notes. If a successor were to be named, we would assess the financial capacity of the entity
and its ability to perform the obligations under the aforementioned agreements. If a default in the
payment of principal or interest were to occur, there are provisions in the transaction that would
trigger an indenture event of default, which, if uncured for 30 days, would result in the liquidation
of eligible investments and an early acceleration of payment on the outstanding class principal
balance and any accrued and unpaid interest.
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Chart 1

Strengths And Weaknesses

Strengths

- The mortgage pool generally consists of loans to high credit quality borrowers as evidenced by
the pool's weighted average FICO score of 755.

- The REMIC structure, wherein the note proceeds and the IO Q-REMIC interest are owned by the
trust for the noteholders' benefit, limits the dependency on Freddie Mac to make payments on
the notes.

- Freddie Mac provides a backstop in the case of any investment losses or if the proceeds on
those investments, along with the IO Q-REMIC interest, are insufficient to make the interest
payments due on the notes.

- Freddie Mac's senior unsecured debt is rated 'AA+', which is higher than the rated classes and
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reflects our assumption of an almost-certain likelihood of continued extraordinary support
from the U.S. government.

- Note interest payments are, except for certain loan modification-related interest reductions
(typically borne by the lowest-priority tranches), not related to the underlying interest
generated on the reference obligations, which eliminates the possibility of interest shortfalls on
the notes absent a Freddie Mac default.

- The sequential payment priority to the subordinate tranches does not allow for depletion, via
principal payments, of the respective tranches that provide credit support to each rated class.

- Because Freddie Mac is retaining risk in the transaction by retaining all or a portion of each
subordinate tranche, as well as the entire senior tranche, Freddie Mac's and investors'
interests are aligned with the reference pool's performance.

- Overall default and loss experiences for loans that Freddie Mac has purchased, with
characteristics similar to those in the reference pool, have historically been lower than
comparable non-agency loans.

Weaknesses

- To reflect the incremental default risk for borrowers who have been granted forbearance but
have remained contractually current as of the cut-off date relative to borrowers who have not
entered forbearance, we have applied a 1.05x pool level adjustment to the loss coverage. This
adjustment reflects our assumption that approximately 50% of loans that could be on a
forbearance plan from the initial reference pool could be in forbearance, even though they were
current on their monthly payments as of the cut-off date and have remained in the pool.

- Approximately 25.47% of the loans in the reference pool are cash-out loans, while about 6.05%
are on investment properties. We increased the reference pool's loss estimate to account for
these loans' increased default risk.

- R&Ws are not technically pledged to the STACR 2020-DNA3 noteholders. The R&Ws that the
sellers provide to Freddie Mac, substantively address the risks outlined in our criteria. On
approximately 60.00% of the pool, the sponsor, and thus the trust, may not have recourse to
the sellers because these loans qualified for day-one collateral R&W relief under programs
instituted by the sponsor. However, this risk is mitigated because this R&W relief applies
mainly to property value, condition, and marketability on properties identified as low-risk
appraisals by Freddie Mac's robust data-driven analytics. In addition, a number of R&Ws
related to underwriting generally sunset (end) after three years subject to certain conditions.
We believe this risk is mitigated by Freddie Mac's QC and credit risk management processes.

- Third-party due diligence is limited. A random post-purchase review was done on 1,296 loans,
all from the fourth-quarter 2019 acquisitions. Of the 179,314 loan final reference pool, 589
unique loans from the aforementioned review were assessed for credit and property valuation
and/or regulatory compliance issues, specifically anti-predatory lending. Based on the results
of the due diligence review and Freddie Mac's historical sampling error rate and post-purchase
QC, we believe this risk is sufficiently mitigated.
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Collateral Summary

The STACR 2020-DNA3 reference pool consists of 100% conforming residential mortgage loans. Of
the loans, approximately 89.38% are backed by primary homes, 6.05% by investment properties,
and 4.57% by secondary homes. The non-zero weighted average FICO score of the pool is 755, and
the average loan balance is $269,517.51.

As compared to the previous STACR DNA series transactions, this transaction has one of the
lowest percentage of investor property loans (6.05% by balance), which contributed to a lower FF
adjustment. We have observed an increase in the number of rate/term refinance loans (36.19% by
balance) compared to previous STACR transactions; we view this to be neutral to our FF
adjustment. Lastly, the reference pool has one of the highest percentages of cash-out refinance
loans (25.47% by balance) compared to recent STACR issuances; this results in an increase to our
FF adjustment.

The performance of the reference pool's mortgage loans will determine the amount of principal
payments that the trust will be obligated to pay to the noteholders. The reference pool is primarily
a subset of mortgage loans that Freddie Mac securitized into its participation certificates between
Oct. 1, 2019, and Dec. 31, 2019, and that were originated on or after Jan. 1, 2015. All the loans in
the reference pool are fully amortizing, fixed-rate, first-lien mortgages that have not been
30-plus-days delinquent since acquisition.

Compared with our archetypal prime pool, the borrowers in the reference pool have higher credit
scores, similar weighted average loan-to-value (LTV) ratios and original combined LTV (CLTV)
ratios, and debt-to-income (DTI) ratios. After factoring in adjustments relating to occupancy
status, loan purpose, and property type, the STACR 2020-DNA3 pool has a higher 'BBB' loss
coverage (see table 1 below).

Table 1

Collateral
Characteristics

STACR
2020-DNA3

STACR
2020-DNA2

STACR
2020-DNA1

STACR
2019-DNA4

STACR
2019-DNA3

STACR
2019-DNA2

STACR
2019-DNA1

Archetypal
prime

Closing pool balance
(mil. $)

48,328 43,596 29,641 20,550 25,533 20,481 24,608(i) --

Closing loan count 179,314 163,089 117,581 88,579 109,502 86,992 106,427 --

Avg. loan balance
(000s $)

269.5 267.3 252.1 232 233.2 235.4 231.2(i) --

WA orig. LTV (%) 75.2 76 76.1 76 76 76.1 75.9 75

WA orig. CLTV (%) 75.5 76.2 76.3 76.3 76.4 76.5 76.4 75

WA FICO score 755 755(ii) 752(ii) 748(ii) 749(ii) 750(ii) 747(ii) 725

WA current rate (%) 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.7 --

WA DTI (%) 35.4 35.6(ii) 35.9(ii) 36.2(ii) 36.4(ii) 36.4(ii) 36.5(ii) 36

Owner-occupied (%) 89.4 89.2 85.8 83.9 84.3 84.9 83.3 100

Single family and
PUD (%)(iii)

89.6 88.6 87.1 86.4 87.9 88 87.5 100

Purchase loan (%) 38.3 54.3 59.9 62.2 67.4 72.1 64.3 100
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Table 1

Collateral
Characteristics (cont.)

STACR
2020-DNA3

STACR
2020-DNA2

STACR
2020-DNA1

STACR
2019-DNA4

STACR
2019-DNA3

STACR
2019-DNA2

STACR
2019-DNA1

Archetypal
prime

Cash-out refinance
(%)

25.5 19.6 23.1 24.9 22.5 19.6 25.4 --

Rate-term refinance
(%)

36.2 26.1 17.0 12.9 10.1 8.3 10.3 --

Investor loan (%) 6.0 6 8.6 10.7 9.7 9.2 11 --

Top three states (%) 31.5 30.8 32.8 31.7 29.9 29.6 31.5 --

Geographic
concentration factor
(x)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

R&Ws factor (x) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Third-party due
diligence factor (x)

1.01 1.01 1 1 1.01 1 1.01 1

Mortgage
operational
assessment factor
(x)

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1

'BBB' loss coverage
(%)

1.95 (iv) 1.75 1.85 2.1 2.15 2.25 2.25 1.92(iv)

'BBB' foreclosure
frequency (%)

5.90 (iv) 5.17 5.36 5.97 5.99 6.1 6.34 6.41(iv)

'BBB' loss severity
(%)

33.05 (iv) 33.85 34.51 35.18 35.89 36.89 35.49 30.00(iv)

'B' loss coverage (%) 0.65 (iv) 0.50 0.55 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.65 0.65(iv)

'B' foreclosure
frequency (%)

2.78 (iv) 2.15 2.22 2.33 2.41 2.44 2.52 3.25(iv)

'B' loss severity (%) 23.38 (iv) 23.26 24.77 23.61 24.90 26.64 25.79 20.00(iv)

(i)There is a slight difference compared with the preliminary prospectus attributed to rounding. (ii)The weighted average values displayed reflect
adjustments for missing data as outlined below. (iii)Single family excludes two- to four-family properties. (iv)Reflect updated base case scenario per
guidance published on April 17, 2020. All values are as of respective deal closing. STACR--Structured Agency Credit Risk. LTV--Loan-to-value ratio.
CLTV--Combined LTV ratio. R&W--Representations and warranties. PUD--Planned-unit developments.

The reference pool is geographically diversified across the U.S. and is sufficiently large enough to
withstand the impact of any unexpected credit events by a small number of the highest-balance
loans. Therefore, no adjustments were made to the expected credit events estimate from our
credit model based on geographic or loan concentration.

Analytical Overlays Applied On The Reference Pool

Loan documentation

We analyzed the loans by utilizing a neutral documentation adjustment factor (1.0x) given the fact
that they met Freddie Mac's eligibility requirements.
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DTI ratios

The weighted average DTI of the reference pool is 35.37%, including an assumption of 35% for four
loans for which DTI was not provided.

Self-employed borrowers

Self-employed borrower data was not provided by Freddie Mac for the pool. We typically apply a
loss coverage adjustment factor of 1.10x for self-employed borrowers. We estimated 20% of
borrowers in similar pools to be self-employed based on analyzing data published by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics in conjunction with observations from previous prime transactions. This
estimate resulted in a 1.02x pool-level adjustment to account for the risk of potential
self-employed borrowers.

Credit score

There are 98 loans in the reference pool that do not have a FICO score. Freddie Mac requires that
any borrower lacking a traditional credit history must be manually underwritten. When a borrower
has no established credit history, then their credit reputation may be determined by reviewing
payment patterns of utilities, rent, or other alternative credit references. We analyzed these loans
using the reference pool's average observed FICO score reduced by one standard deviation of the
FICOs. With the adjustment, the pool's weighted average FICO score was 755 and did not have a
material impact on our analysis.

Loans with junior liens

For calculating the current combined balance, we assumed the second-lien mortgage balance
does not decline from the implied original second-lien mortgage balance since origination. We are
comfortable with this approach because the overall default and loss experiences for loans
purchased by Freddie Mac have historically been lower than comparable non-agency loans.

Foreign nationals

No foreign national borrowers were identified in the reference pool. Historically, there has been no
indication that a reference pool's exposure to foreign national borrowers would be different than
the historical dataset of loans purchased by Freddie Mac, which have performed better than
comparable non-agency loans. Therefore, we believe a risk of foreign national borrowers would be
sufficiently addressed by our loss coverage numbers at each rating level. As such, we did not make
any adjustments to the loss coverage based on foreign national borrowers.

Credit Events And Expected Loss

Credit events

Losses to the issued notes occur when tranche write-downs exceed the available subordination.
Write-down amounts occur whenever there are credit event losses exceeding recovery amounts.
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The reference tranches (and any related notes) will be written down in reverse sequential order if a
credit event occurs for the reference obligations.

A credit event for a loan occurs if:

- A short sale is settled;

- A seriously delinquent mortgage note is sold prior to foreclosure;

- The mortgaged property is sold during the foreclosure sale;

- A real estate-owned (REO) disposition occurs; or

- The mortgage note is charged-off.

We believe that tranche write-down amounts will primarily result from credit event loss amounts,
after netting against recoveries, but could also be caused by court-approved principal reductions
(bankruptcy cramdowns) and reduced interest on modified mortgage loans. See the Imputed
Promises Analysis section below for more detail on the allocation of modified mortgage loans'
interest reductions.

Analyzing Historical Performance

In an effort to increase transparency and help return private capital to the mortgage markets,
Freddie Mac has made its loan-level, historical performance data available to the public. The data
contains detailed information, including borrower characteristics, credit metrics, property
attributes, unpaid principal balances (UPBs), and loan status. We have analyzed this historical
loan-level performance data to provide insight into the historical default frequency of agency
loans. Then we compared the historical default experiences of agency and non-agency pools to
understand their relative performance and evaluate the extent to which certain borrower and loan
characteristics would drive the credit event and/or FF of agency loans. We found that agency loans
performed substantially better than non-agency loans and that, after controlling for collateral
characteristics, agency and non-agency loans tend to have similar credit event sensitivity to
changes in FICO score, DTI ratios, and LTV ratios. (Collateral characteristics typically associated
with borrower credit risk are more fully described in "Methodology And Assumptions For Rating
U.S. RMBS Issued 2009 And Later," published Feb. 22, 2018. Additionally, for more information on
the historical performance study, see "Historical Data Show That Agency Mortgage Loans Are
Likely To Perform Significantly Better Than Comparable Non-Agency Loans," published Oct. 20,
2015.) We expect that these relationships will continue given that the reference pool is, in many
ways, similar to the agency loans examined in the historical performance dataset. Therefore, we
use our LEVELS credit model as a base for determining credit event percentages before adjusting
those expectations for the results of our qualitative reviews.

The expected loss (loss coverage) rounded to the nearest five basis points, FF, and loss severity
from our credit analysis, at the applicable rating categories, are provided in table 2.

Table 2

Loss Coverage Comparisons

Class Preliminary rating Credit enhancement (%) Loss coverage (%) Foreclosure frequency (%) Loss severity (%)

M-1 A- (sf) 3.00 2.90 7.46 38.87

M-2A BBB+ (sf) 2.375 2.25 6.71 33.53

M-2B BBB- (sf) 1.75 1.75 5.40 32.41
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Table 2

Loss Coverage Comparisons (cont.)

Class Preliminary rating Credit enhancement (%) Loss coverage (%) Foreclosure frequency (%) Loss severity (%)

B-1A BB (sf) 1.25 1.25 4.42 28.28

B-1B B (sf) 0.75 0.65 2.78 23.38

Mortgage Operational Assessment (MOA)

Freddie Mac is the mortgage loan aggregator for the transaction's reference pool. To address the
operations of the transaction's aggregator, we conducted an MOA of Freddie Mac and assigned an
overall ranking of ABOVE AVERAGE to the company. An MOA typically consists of two components:
a qualitative review (loan acquisition and review process) and a quantitative analysis (historical
loan performance).

The qualitative review is broken down into three key areas: management and organization; loan
purchase and aggregation; and internal controls. For the quantitative review, we conducted a
comprehensive analysis of Freddie Mac's loan-level performance data for 1999-2008 loan
vintages.

Based on the results of our MOA, we applied an adjustment factor of 0.80x to the loss coverage
estimate at each rating level for the reference pool.

Key assessment factors

We found the following strengths:

- Ongoing financial support from the U.S. Treasury and oversight and operational involvement
from the FHFA as Freddie Mac's regulator and conservator;

- A thorough review process for new sellers and thorough monitoring of existing sellers;

- Freddie Mac's leading role in establishing market standards through transparency and the
development of new analytical tools and lender training opportunities;

- Continuous system and control improvements around its QC processes that take a proactive
approach to reviewing loans early in their lifecycle rather than post-mortem on delinquent
loans;

- A comprehensive systems training program for sellers and extensive seller guidelines;

- The strong asset quality of loans purchased post-crisis (after 2008); and

- Better-than-average mortgage loan performance versus non-agency loans.

Partly offsetting the above strengths is our view of the company's potential weaknesses:

- Uncertainties regarding the impact of future potential legislative changes;

- Reliance on sellers' R&Ws and delegated underwriting for all sellers, which is partly mitigated
by Freddie Mac's rigorous risk management and oversight of its sellers;

- Reliance on sellers to perform all pre-purchase QC processes. Freddie Mac does not complete a
pre-purchase QC review on any loan files itself; however, this is partly offset by initial
automated, data-driven checks of all loans delivered to Freddie Mac; and
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- All sellers are not reviewed annually because of the logistical challenge of reviewing a large
number of sellers.

Qualitative review

Our qualitative review focused on Freddie Mac's acquisition and risk management processes with
a particular focus on its operational reviews of sellers and loan quality processes and procedures.
Specifically, we considered the company's:

- Continuous effort to set market standards through promoting transparency and developing
new analytical tools;

- Comprehensive seller and post-purchase QC processes;

- Long operational track record; and

- Reliance on its sellers' QC processes and pre-purchase QC results. (Freddie Mac delegates
underwriting for all of its sellers and performs electronic pre-purchase QC reviews on all loan
files.)

We also considered the company's ongoing financial support from the U.S. Treasury and the
FHFA's oversight and operational involvement.

Focused on preventing predatory lending, Freddie Mac has implemented a number of policies,
including purchase eligibility requirements and the requirement that its approved
sellers/servicers develop and implement policies designed to identify and prevent predatory
lending practices. Currently, its regulatory compliance review's scope is limited to anti-predatory
lending that could result in assignee liability, and the company relies on its sellers to verify that
the loans comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. This smaller
scope is mitigated by an R&W framework in which the sellers attest compliance with all applicable
laws and regulations. Freddie Mac also conducts a thorough review of the sellers' effectiveness of
controls over mortgage operations and compliance with all of its requirements.

Quantitative review

We based our detailed quantitative analysis on Freddie Mac's historical loan-level credit
performance data made publicly available by the company. We concluded that for all vintages in
both pre-crisis and crisis-era originations (1999-2008), the default rate for non-agency loans was
materially higher at all times than for Freddie Mac loans (see "Historical Data Show That Agency
Mortgage Loans Are Likely To Perform Significantly Better Than Comparable Non-Agency Loans,"
published Oct. 20, 2015). We selected loans from Freddie Mac and non-agency pools that had
comparable characteristics (e.g., loan terms, documentation types, liens, seasoning, FICOs, DTI
ratios, etc.) for our analysis. Therefore, we concluded that Freddie Mac's better-than-average loan
performance was primarily driven by its thorough risk management, operational seller reviews,
and QC processes--a conclusion also reached from our qualitative analysis.

Freddie Mac's single-family portfolio includes a strong asset quality for loans originated since
2009. Its new funding asset quality remains strong as of 2020, with an average FICO score of
approximately 750 and average original LTV of about 75.00%. The serious delinquency rate on
Freddie Mac's single-family loans fell continuously from 2010 through 2016, reaching 1.00% as of
December 2016. It increased slightly to 1.08% in December 2017 due to the impacts of hurricane
events in 2017 before dropping to 0.69% and 0.63% in December 2018 and December 2019,
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respectively. This decline was due to the continued shift in the single-family credit guarantee
portfolio mix, as the legacy and relief refinance loan portfolio runs off and is supplanted with
higher credit quality loans. The company's new single-family book of business (funded from 2009
through 2018 and excluding the Home Affordable Refinance Program and other refinance-plus
loans) had a serious delinquency rate of 0.26%.

Third-Party Due Diligence Review

A third-party due diligence firm, Adfitech, performed an independent third-party loan-level review
on a portion of the loans in the pool. Adfitech has been deemed to have adequate processes,
procedures, and systems to carry out the review. A random post-purchase review was done on
1,296 loans, all from the fourth-quarter 2019 acquisitions from which the reference pool was
selected.

In previous STACR transactions, the third-party diligence provider conducted a due diligence
review of randomly selected mortgage loans from a sample of loans that were selected from the
respective proposed referenced pools. While the current approach samples loans from a broader
population of quarterly acquisitions, the resulting number of reviewed loans initially eligible for
the STACR 2020-DNA3 reference pool is larger than what we have typically seen under the prior
approach.

Of the 1,296 eligible loans, 681 were included in the initial reference pool for this transaction. Of
these 681 loans, 526 were reviewed for credit and valuations and 178 were reviewed for
compliance (including 23 loans from the aforementioned set).

Of the 179,314 loan final reference pool, 589 loans from the aforementioned review were assessed
for credit and property valuation and/or regulatory compliance issues, specifically anti-predatory
lending. We believe Freddie Mac's strong seller approval and ongoing review process, robust
post-purchase QC functions, and enhanced R&W framework adequately mitigate the risk posed.
Additionally, the sample size selected is adequate considering Freddie Mac's historical sampling
error rate.

Eligible loans are loans that Freddie Mac completed a post-purchase QC review of and determined
that an underwriting defect does not exist, as well as those mortgage loans that were not removed
from the reference pool for other reasons, such as payoffs, delinquencies, removal from the
Freddie Mac participation certificate pools, borrower bankruptcy filings, or data reconciliation
removals.

The compliance review was limited to 178 mortgage loans to determine whether the mortgage
loans comply with certain laws that may result in assignee liability and/or they comply with certain
laws restricting points and fees. There were no compliance discrepancy findings. Of the 526 loans
reviewed for credit and valuation, one loan regarding credit and seven loans regarding valuation
received a 'C' grade because they had certain exceptions that could not be cured, while two loans
received a 'D' grade because they were missing certain documentation to complete the review.
These loans were excluded from the final reference pool. We extrapolated and appropriately
adjusted for the occurrence of similar issues to the untested portion of the reference pool.

After reviewing the third-party due diligence results, we deemed the adjustments related to the
due diligence findings to be slightly higher than neutral, resulting in an adjustment factor of 1.01x
to the loss coverage at all rating categories.
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R&Ws

While R&Ws are not pledged to the transaction, the STACR 2020-DNA3 noteholders will benefit
from the R&Ws made by the mortgage loan sellers or servicers to Freddie Mac on the mortgage
loans in the reference pool. The benefits accrue from the potential removal of those loans from the
reference pool before a credit event has occurred or a potential reversal of a credit event after one
has occurred, to the extent certain conditions are met. To be removed, the loan would have to be
classified as having an underwriting defect or major servicing defect.

R&W effective dates

The R&Ws are made by each lender as of the date the mortgage loan transfers to Freddie Mac and
will survive (subject to certain sunset provisions) unless Freddie Mac expressly releases the
lender from them. Freddie Mac may remove loans from the reference pool that are found to not
meet certain eligibility criteria during limited post-purchase loan reviews.

Discovery

In January 2013, Freddie Mac enhanced its credit risk management processes and deployed
processes in conjunction with R&Ws to catch loan defects early. Freddie Mac has increased the
focus of its post-purchase QC process to review a random and a targeted sample of loans shortly
after delivery (about four months) and before the sunset of certain underwriting R&Ws. The
automated process refers approximately 4.00% of all loans to be manually reviewed for potential
defects. This review process has resulted in many more loan errors and defects found than the
previous QC process in which loans were only reviewed at the time of default.

Repurchase and remedies

Freddie Mac actively enforces the contractual rights when a loan defect is uncovered. Remedies,
determined at Freddie Mac's sole discretion, are based on the defect's significance and impact on
loan eligibility, including loan repurchase, indemnification, and pricing adjustments.

The sellers or servicers are the only parties making the R&Ws for each loan to Freddie Mac. Funds
will be allocated to the noteholders when underwriting and major servicing defects are confirmed.
Freddie Mac will examine through its nonperforming loan QC process every credit event reference
obligation, provided the applicable R&Ws are still in effect. A reference obligation will be
reclassified as having an underwriting defect, or a major servicing defect from an unconfirmed
underwriting defect or an unconfirmed servicing defect, respectively, if one of the following
occurs:

- The loan is repurchased by the related seller or servicer during the related reporting period;

- In lieu of repurchase, an alternative remedy (such as indemnification) is mutually agreed upon
by both Freddie Mac and the related seller or servicer during the related reporting period;

- Freddie Mac in its sole discretion during the related reporting period determines the reference
obligation is no longer acceptable to Freddie Mac; or

- The party responsible for the R&Ws and/or servicing obligations or liabilities for the loan
becomes subject to a bankruptcy, an insolvency proceeding, or a receivership.
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It is possible that the seller or servicer may not come to an agreement on an alternative remedy, or
may refuse or have the inability to repurchase the identified loan. In these cases, a reference
obligation's reclassification could be delayed. This could delay return reimbursement amount
payments and consequently delay the allocation of a tranche write-up for reference obligations
previously subject to a credit event write-down.

Sunsetting

For loans purchased by Freddie Mac on or after July 1, 2014, the R&W framework provides lenders
with relief of their obligation to repurchase mortgage loans that breach certain underwriting and
eligibility R&Ws if a loan meets any of the following conditions following the settlement date:

- The loan has no more than two 30-day delinquencies and no 60-day delinquencies for the first
36 months, and it is current at 36 months;

- The loan was previously reviewed and subjected to Freddie Mac's QC after settlement and was
found satisfactory; and

- The loan became subject to an agreement wherein claims were settled between Freddie Mac
and the related seller.

In addition, collateral R&W relief is provided for a subset of the loans approved via Freddie Mac's
loan advisor scores. On about 60.00% of the pool, the sponsor, and thus the trust, may not have
recourse to the sellers. However, this risk is mitigated to a certain extent because this R&W relief
applies mainly to property value, condition, and marketability on properties identified as low-risk
appraisals by Freddie Mac's robust data-driven analytics.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is no relief for breaches of certain "life-of-loan" R&Ws,
including situations related to charter matters, fraud, misrepresentation, omissions, data
inaccuracies, clear title/first-lien priority, legal compliance, and mortgage product eligibility.

Enforcement

Upon written notice of the discovery of a material breach, Freddie Mac will be the only party
responsible for enforcing a remedy.

R&W scope

The R&Ws that the sellers provide to Freddie Mac substantively address the general risks outlined
in Appendix IV of our criteria (see "Methodology And Assumptions For Rating U.S. RMBS Issued
2009 And Later," published Feb. 22, 2018). We believe that a neutral adjustment (1.00x factor) to
the loss coverage estimate is commensurate with the overall risk related to the R&Ws after
accounting for the mitigating factors, such as Freddie Mac's QC procedures, results of the
third-party due diligence reviews, the collateral's overall credit quality and underwriting
standards, and the provision that the trust allocates funds to the noteholders when underwriting
defects in the reference pool are confirmed.

Payment Structure And Cash Flow Mechanics

The trust will use investment proceeds and funds from the IO Q-REMIC interest to make monthly
interest payments on the notes, while periodic principal payments will be made by liquidating
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investments held in the custodian account in the priority specified below in tables 3 and 4.
Principal amounts due will be based on the principal that is actually collected on the reference
obligations. Interest amounts will be paid based on the stated coupon and the principal balance of
the notes.

Interest

For each outstanding class of notes and any payment date, interest will accrue at the note rate on
the outstanding class principal balance. Interest due on a class may be adjusted based on
modifications to the reference obligations and allocated per the modification loss amount and
gain amount waterfalls. To the extent that funds from the IO Q-REMIC interest and earnings on
eligible investments are insufficient, Freddie Mac will pay the difference.

Principal

The principal payment amounts are defined and allocated in the tables below.

Table 3

Principal Payment Allocation

Stated (scheduled and
unscheduled) principal

If each trigger is satisfied, pro rata allocation between the senior and subordinate tranches
(sequential within the subordinated tranches). Otherwise, 100% allocation to the senior
tranche and then to the subordinate tranches.

Recovery principal 100% allocation to the senior tranche and then to the subordinate tranches.

All funds allocated to the subordinate tranches are allocated according to table 4.

Table 4

Subordinate Payment Waterfall

Priority Payment

1 Pro rata, to the related class M-1 notes and the related class M-1H tranche until they have been
reduced to zero.

2 Pro rata, to the related class M-2A notes and the related class M-2AH tranche until they have been
reduced to zero.

3 Pro rata, to the related class M-2B notes and the related class M-2BH tranche until they have
been reduced to zero.

4 Pro rata, to the related class B-1A notes and the related class B-1AH tranche until they have been
reduced to zero.

5 Pro rata, to the related class B-1B notes and the related class B-1BH tranche until they have been
reduced to zero.

6 Pro rata, to the related class B-2A notes and the related class B-2AH tranche until they have been
reduced to zero.

7 Pro rata, to the related class B-2B notes and the related class B-2BH tranche until they have been
reduced to zero.

8 To the class B-3H tranche until reduced to zero.

9 To the class A-H tranche until reduced to zero.

Per table 3, a pro rata portion of the principal amounts, not including recovery principal, will be
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allocated to the subordinate tranches if certain triggers are satisfied. However, if the triggers fail,
the subordinate allocation of principal amounts will be reduced to zero. Purportedly, this feature,
which was first introduced in STACR 2018-DNA2, was made to increase the weighted average life
of the subordinate notes, thus enhancing the structure's risk-sharing capabilities. On any
distribution date, the triggers are satisfied if:

- The principal balance of all mortgage loans 60-plus days delinquent, loans in foreclosure,
bankruptcy, in REO status, or modified within the previous 12 months, and averaged over the
previous six months, is less than 50.00% of the amount by which the principal balance of the
subordinate tranches (as of the prior payment date) exceeds the principal losses for the current
payment date;

- The aggregate class balance of the subordinate tranches is not less than 4.00% of the current
pool balance; and

- Cumulative realized losses on the reference pool do not exceed the levels listed in table 5.

Table 5

Cumulative Realized Losses Test

Distribution date occurring in the following
periods

Cumulative realized losses as a % of the reference pool amount as of the
cut-off date (%)

July 2020 to June 2021 0.10

July 2021 to June 2022 0.20

July 2022 to June 2023 0.30

July 2023 to June 2024 0.40

July 2024 to June 2025 0.50

July 2025 to June 2026 0.60

July 2026 to June 2027 0.70

July 2027 to June 2028 0.80

July 2028 to June 2029 0.90

July 2029 to June 2030 1.00

July 2030 to June 2031 1.10

July 2031 to June 2032 1.20

July 2032 and thereafter 1.30

The mezzanine and junior notes comprise the class M-1, M-2A, M-2B, B-1A, and B-1B notes.
Aside from class M-1, the remainder of these notes serve as initial exchangeable notes. Holders of
these classes can exchange them for several combinations of exchangeable notes, some of which
are interest-only classes, and vice versa as specified in the offering documents. If an exchange is
made, the exchanged notes will receive a proportionate share of the interest and principal
payments otherwise allocable to the classes of initial exchangeable notes.

Traditional prime jumbo transactions, including post-2008 issuances, have shifting interest
structures that experience some pro rata credit erosion. Those transactions typically require
credit enhancement through subordination that are above the expected losses to compensate for
the subordination erosion. They also include credit enhancement floors that lock out more
subordinate classes from principal. This structure has a sequential payment mechanism within
the subordinate classes, which prevents erosion of credit enhancement. The structure also
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provides for a minimum credit enhancement equal to 4.00% of the current balance. Below this
threshold all principal is paid to the senior tranche. Because the senior class starts out with a
credit enhancement of 4.00%, all principal is initially paid to the senior class until its credit
enhancement builds up to 4.50% of the current pool balance. This reflects an increase from
STACR 2020-DNA2 where the minimum credit enhancement threshold was 4.00% and the A-H
class began with 3.75% credit enhancement.

Once the subordinate tranches start getting paid, the sequential-pay mechanism of the
subordinate notes allows class M-1 to be repaid faster because the entirety of principal allocated
to the subordinate notes is directed to class M-1 before any other subordinate class.

Tranche write-down amounts for the reference pool are applied in the following reverse sequential
order until each class' principal balance has been reduced to zero:

- Class B-3H reference tranche;

- Pro rata, to the related class B-2B notes and B-2BH reference tranches;

- Pro rata, to the related class B-2A notes and B-2AH reference tranches;

- Pro rata, to the related class B-1B notes and B-1BH reference tranches;

- Pro rata, to the related class B-1A notes and B-1AH reference tranches;

- Pro rata, to the related class M-2B notes and M-2BH reference tranches;

- Pro rata, to the related class M-2A notes and M-2AH reference tranches;

- Pro rata, to the related class M-1 notes and M-1H reference tranches; and then

- To the related class A-H reference tranche.

If an exchange is made, the exchanged notes will receive a proportionate share of the write-down
amounts otherwise allocable to the classes of initial exchangeable notes.

Reimbursement for prior realized losses and write-down amounts are allocated first to the senior
tranches and then sequentially to the subordinate tranches. Write-ups that occur in excess of the
cumulative write-down amounts will result in overcollateralization.

There are certain provisions where Freddie Mac may redeem the notes before the maturity date
(e.g., on any date on or after the payment date in April 2030 or when the aggregate unpaid balance
of the reference obligations is less than or equal to 10.00% of the cut-off date balance). It does
this by paying an amount equal to the outstanding notes' principal balance plus accrued and
unpaid interest. Regardless of the outstanding balance remaining on the reference obligations, on
the June 2050 payment date, Freddie Mac must retire the notes by paying an amount equal to the
notes' full remaining class principal balance plus accrued and unpaid interest.

Cash Flow And Scenario Analysis

As outlined in "Methodology And Assumptions For Rating U.S. RMBS Issued 2009 And Later,"
published Feb. 22, 2018, we typically will not perform our cash flow analysis on transactions with
sequential payment structures. Regardless of the split in the principal payment allocation
between the senior and subordinate classes, the principal will be allocated sequentially among
the subordinate classes. Therefore, the rated notes will not be affected by the credit enhancement
to more-junior tranches, so we did not perform cash flow and structural scenario analyses.
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Interest stresses

For each outstanding class of notes and any payment date, interest will accrue at the note rate
minus potential adjustments for modified reference obligations due on the outstanding class'
principal balance. To the extent that funds from the IO Q-REMIC interest and earnings on eligible
investments are insufficient, Freddie Mac will pay the difference.

Additional Features

Allocation of supplemental subordinate reduction amount and supplemental
senior increase amount

STACR 2020-DNA3 allows for the distribution of principal to the subordinate notes if the offered
reference tranche percentage exceeds 6.15%. The offered reference tranche percentage is equal
to the aggregate class notional amount of the class M-1, M-1H, M-2A, M-2AH, M-2B, M-2BH,
B-1A, B-1AH, B-1B, B-1BH, B-2A, B-2AH, B-2B, and B-2BH reference tranches divided by the UPB
of the reference obligations at the end of the related reporting period.

If the offered reference tranche percentage exceeds 6.15%, the excess, multiplied by the UPB of
the reference obligations at the end of the related reporting period, will be distributed sequentially
(and pro-rata with each corresponding reference tranche) to each offered class until its class
notional amount is reduced to zero. Subsequently, any remaining amounts will reduce the class
B-3H, and then class A-H reference tranches.

Relative to other recent STACR transactions, we view this feature as a positive for the rated notes
because principal could still be paid in certain scenarios when triggers are failing.

30-year maturity

Although there are certain provisions that allow Freddie Mac to redeem the notes early (e.g., on or
after the June 2030 payment date or when the aggregate unpaid balance of the reference
obligations is less than or equal to 10.00% of the cut-off date balance), the notes are scheduled to
mature on the June 2050 payment date. Although the 30-year maturity feature was introduced in
the STACR 2018-DNA3 transaction and has been in place for some time, it is a change from
previous STACR DNA issuances, which had a mandatory clean-up call, most recently at 12.5 years.
The removal of the mandatory clean-up call at 12.5 years is, in our view, a credit negative and will
likely increase the weighted average life of the preliminary rated notes. Due to certain triggers,
such as the credit enhancement test (detailed in the Payment Structure And Cash Flow Mechanics
section) not being met on the closing date, all principal will be allocated to class A-H. However, we
recognize that if the triggers pass, the payment priority will switch to pro rata between the senior
class and the most-senior outstanding subordinate class. This will amortize the subordinate notes
and is a credit positive, in our view. Notwithstanding the 30-year maturity and trigger
mechanisms, the sequential payment priority among the subordinate notes provides sufficient,
locked-out credit enhancement to the preliminary rated notes given our loss projections.

Enhanced Relief Refinance program

At the direction of the FHFA and in coordination with Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac introduced the
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Enhanced Relief Refinance (ERR) program, a high LTV refinance program designed to provide
refinance opportunities to borrowers with existing Freddie Mac mortgage loans, who are current
on their mortgage payments but whose LTV ratios exceed the maximum permitted for standard
refinance products under the Freddie Mac Guide. A portion of the pool's reference obligations are
eligible to participate in the ERR program.

As it pertains to STACR 2020-DNA3, the transaction allows for the replacement of reference
obligations in the reference pool with ERR reference obligations in the future (meaning that a
reference obligation related to one borrower will be replaced by an ERR obligation related to that
same borrower).

Borrowers participating in the ERR program are given the opportunity to reduce their interest
payments or amortization terms given that they meet certain eligibility criteria, such as a mostly
clean pay history. In the majority of instances, the program will reduce payment stress on already
performing borrowers in declining home price environments, potentially decreasing their
likelihood of default.

To avoid doubt, the replacement of a reference obligation with the resulting ERR reference
obligation will not constitute a credit event or a modification event. Investors should note that the
potential refinancing may add uncertainty to expected prepayment speeds and the weighted
average life of the notes. However, we would expect a reduction in interest rates to result in higher
prepayment speeds in stable environments.

To be eligible for refinancing under the ERR program, the mortgage loan being refinanced must,
among other things, (a) have a note date on or after Oct. 1, 2017; (b) have been originated at least
15 months prior to the refinance note date; and (c) have had no 30-day delinquency in the
immediately preceding six months, and no more than one 30-day delinquency in the immediately
preceding 12 months. For more detailed information, please refer to the offering documents.

Imputed Promises Analysis

Per our criteria "Methodology For Incorporating Loan Modifications And Extraordinary Expenses
Into U.S. RMBS Ratings," published April 17, 2015, when rating U.S. RMBS transactions where
credit-related events can result in reduced interest owed to the tranches across the capital
structure rather than the credit-related loss allocated to the available credit support, we impute
the interest owed to the security holders. Interest deterioration that occurs due to defaults,
repurchases, or prepayments is not considered credit-related; therefore, we did not consider it for
this analysis.

The modification interest rate reduction amounts are allocated in reverse sequential order, as
outlined below, and are not shared among the different classes of notes, as is the case in many
non-agency transactions. The interest rate on each note is not directly tied to the weighted
average coupons on the reference obligations; however, mortgage loans could be modified. As a
result, the notes' interest entitlements will be subject to reduction and the class principal
balances will be subject to write-downs. To account for this potential decrease in cash flow, the
transaction is structured so that modification loss amounts will, in most cases, be allocated first
to reduce the current period's most subordinate class' interest payment and then to write down
that class' related principal balance. This reduces available credit support for higher tranches.

The modification loss amount is calculated for each reference obligation as the difference
between the interest accrued at the original interest rate and the current interest rate in addition
to the interest that is no longer due given forborne principal amounts. As laid out in the
transaction documents, this amount represents reduced interest amounts caused by events such
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as loan rate and forbearance modifications. This will not, however, include interest rate
modifications. Modification loss amounts are applied in the following order:

- To reduce the class B-3H reference tranche's interest amount;

- To increase the class B-3H reference tranche's write-down amount;

- To reduce the related class B-2B notes' and B-2BH reference tranche's interest amounts, pro
rata;

- To reduce the related class B-2A notes' and B-2AH reference tranche's interest amounts, pro
rata;

- To increase the related class B-2B notes' and B-2BH reference tranche's write-down amounts,
pro rata

- To increase the related class B-2A notes' and B-2AH reference tranche's write-down amounts,
pro rata;

- To reduce the related class B-1B notes' and B-1BH reference tranche's interest amounts, pro
rata;

- To reduce the related class B-1A notes' and B-1AH's reference tranche's interest amounts, pro
rata;

- To increase the related class B-1B notes' and B-1BH reference tranche's write-down amounts,
pro rata;

- To increase the related class B-1A notes' and B-1AH reference tranche's write-down amounts,
pro rata;

- To reduce the related class M-2B notes' and M-2BH reference tranche's interest amounts, pro
rata;

- To reduce the related class M-2A notes' and M-2AH reference tranche's interest amounts, pro
rata;

- To increase the related class M-2B notes' and M-2BH reference tranche's write-down amounts,
pro rata;

- To increase the related class M-2A notes' and M-2AH reference tranche's write-down amounts,
pro rata;

- To reduce the related class M-1 notes' and class M-1H reference tranche's interest amounts,
pro rata; and then

- To increase the related class M-1 notes' and class M-1H reference tranche's write-down
amounts, pro rata.

In this transaction, interest and principal of more-junior tranches are available to absorb
modification loss amounts first. For class M-2A, the class M-2B principal amount is not available
to absorb modification loss amounts before the class M-2A's interest reduction; however, class
M-2B's interest amount does absorb these modification loss amounts first. We considered the
degree of projected modification loss amounts under the given rating scenario associated with
class M-2A ('BBB+ (sf)'), in conjunction with the expected support provided by the class M-2B
interest amount. Although class M-2A may experience interest reductions due to modification loss
amounts, we believe the degree of potential interest reductions is commensurate with class
M-2A's preliminary rating.

Additionally, this transaction has an identical allocation of modification loss amounts pertaining
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to the rated class B-1A and B-1B notes, as well as the unrated B-2A and B-2B notes. We
considered the rating scenario associated with class B-1A ('BB (sf)'), in conjunction with the
interest support from the corresponding class B-1B notes, and we believe the degree of potential
interest reductions to the class B-1A notes is commensurate with the respective preliminary
rating.
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Ranking Criteria, Feb. 22, 2018

- Criteria | Structured Finance | RMBS: Methodology And Assumptions For Rating U.S. RMBS
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Ratings Methodology: When Does Standard & Poor's Raise A Rating From 'D' Or 'SD'?," March 23,
2015; "Global Framework For Assessing Operational Risk In Structured Finance Transactions,"
Oct. 9, 2014; "Methodology: Timeliness of Payments: Grace Periods, Guarantees, And Use of 'D'
And 'SD' Ratings," Oct. 24, 2013; "Criteria For Assigning 'CCC+', 'CCC', 'CCC-', And 'CC' Ratings,"
Oct. 1, 2012; "Methodology: Credit Stability Criteria," May 3, 2010; and "Use of CreditWatch And
Outlooks," Sept. 14, 2009.
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